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Mathematics primary curriculum

is good if

1. it is building spirally and is widening concentrically;

2. it is concrete enough and suggests investigative learning;

3. it is operationalized enough and it aims keeping or rising 
the standards.

The present Hungarian curriculum (NAT) is too general; 
became more linear and it allows falling the standards. 

Time for mathematics has gradually cut. 

No more year repeating without parents� agreement from year 
1 to year 3.



Primary mathematics teaching styles

In Hungary the whole class interactive teaching is dominant.

Lessons used to be started with varied whole class activities. 
Pupils are motivated and keen to be asked or to be called to 
blackboard (OHP).

In every lesson there are several questions for individual 
work (in practice book or exercise book) and each is 
discussed (reported, reasoned, checked) by whole class, then 
observed, evaluated (praised) by the teacher.

In good practice, there is a balance between investigations,  
problem solving, practice and (oral and written) skill or 
ability  development.



Differences between teachers are in e.g. 

�personality, voice

�motivation power

�directing and keeping pace, effectiveness

�creativity 

�methodological culture

�questioning, instructing style

�style of observation of pupils� thinking (feedback style) 

�style of evaluation (praising)

�methods of differentiation

�usage of manipulatives, demonstrative tools



Primary and junior secondary teacher training
We have rather uniform primary Y1-Y4 (all subject) teacher 
training. 4-year course. Trainer colleges have own practice 
schools.

We have rather uniform junior secondary Y5-Y8 mathematics 
teacher training. 4-year course (generally two subjects). 
Government plans to initiate 2-level �bachelor/master� system 
in higher education (Bologna process) and it is dangerous to 
this type of teacher training. Trainer universities or colleges 
have own practice schools.

Students study their subjects, general pedagogical and 
psychological courses, subject methodologies, social courses,
do PE, learn a foreign language, do school and teaching 
practice.

In practice school students�s group work with mentor and 
frequently with tutor.  They teach in normal schools too.


